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MEASUREMENT OF DISORDER IN ZINC AND CADMIUM SULPHIDES

M. A. Suonr,* AND E. G. Srower-o, Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Company Limited, Wembley, England..

It is well known that the effect of mechanical work, such as grinding
or the application of pressure, is progressively to converL zinc sulphide
of init ially hexagonal structure towards the cubic structure. In the course
of an investigation (1) into the effect of grinding on the structure and
luminescence of zinc and zinc-cadmium sulphides, it became necessary
to measure the relative amounts of cubic and hexagonal stacking after
various times of grinding.

Smith (2) and Wecker (3) have both suggested the use of relative in-
tensities of certain o-ray powder reflections for evaluating the hexag-
onal:cubic stacking ratio. We have used the principle of the method
suggested by Smith, but we have found it necessary to make two im-
portant modifications to the method as described by him.

Mnruoo

Smith's method is based upon consideration of the r-ray powder re-
f ections that should be obtained from a number of different zinc sulphide
polytypes. In the hexagonal-cubic transformation through the inter-
mediate polytype structures, reflections from the (10.0) planes tend to
extinguish, and a number of 10.1 reflections appear between the 10.0 and
00.2 reflections (Fig. 1). Smith showed, by approximate calculation,
that the value of the intensity of the 10.0 reflection plus the intensity
of the polytype reflections between 10.0 and 00.2 decrease linearly from
2.04 at the hexagonal l imit to zero at the cubic l imit relative to the in-
tensity of the combined 00.2 and overlapping polytype reflections, which
increases nearly l inearly from 1 at the hexagonal l imit to 4 at the cubic
limit (Fig. 1). Consequently Smith suggested using the ratio I(10.0* 10.0
to 00.2) : I(00.2) as a measure of the hexagonal: cubic stacking ratio. Fur-
thermore, he claimed that his procedure could be applied without modi-
fication to mixtures of cubic and hexagonal stacking whether on an
atomic or a macroscopic scale, that is, for both random and "ordered"
disorder. When the disorder is random, however, as in the case of hexag-
onal zinc sulphide that has been ground, diffraction patterns of the type
Smith sqggested to be typical of polytypes or mixtures of polytypes are
not obtained. X-ray diffraction photographs of hexagonal zinc sulphide
after grinding show the following features:

* Now at the Department of Fuel Technology, Pennsylvania State University, Pa.
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(a) slight broadening of all reflections due to the introduction of
Iattice strain and reduced crystal size.

(b) diffuseness of reflections with hl2kl3n, (l:0), due to the intro-
duction of random stacking disorder.

(c) appearance of reflections due to the specific formation of the cubic
stacking sequence. These reflections are very difiuse because the stacking
is of very short range, and the effective crystal size is therefore very small.

A microdensitometer trace of hexagonal zinc sulphide after grinding
for two hours is shown in Fig. 1d. As expected, the 10.0 reflection shows
only slight broadening due to grinding, and therefore any reflection be-
tween the 10.0 and 00.2 l ines and between the 00.2 and 10.1 l ines is due
essentially to a broad cubic 111 reflection. It follows that in any ground
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Frc. 1. (a) Positions and intensities for low-angle reflections from cubic ZnS.
(c) The same for hexagonal ZnS.
(c) Positions given by Smith for reflections from various ZnS polytypes.
(d) Microdensitometer trace for hexagonal ZnS after grinding for 2 hours.
(Originally published in Z. phys. Chem. (FrankJurt),13,298 (1957).)
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material the proportion of the hexagonal stacking present can be deduced

from the ratio of the integrated intensity of the 10.0 reflection to the

integrated intensity in the 0 range d16.6(010nt. Between 0ooz and dro'r

there wil l also be some disorder broadening of the 10.1 reflection, but this

can be allowed for by measurement of the intensity distribution on the

high d side of the 10.1 reflection.

INTBNsrrY V'\Luns

The various relative intensities for the purely hexagonal and purely

cubic structures can be denoted as follows:

r (00.2+111) r (10.0)
Hexagonal I q
Cubic P 0

where a and B can be found.
If, in a given material, there is a fraction H of the hexagonal stacking

sequence and, therefore, (1-H) of the cubic stacking sequence' we can

write:

I (10.0)  Hq

I(00, + 1lt: trH1B -t

The ratio I(10.0):I(00.2) for purely hexagonal zinc sulphide is also

used by Smith in the method he has described. He obtained a ratio of

2.04 theoretically and for this he considered the crystals as "f perfect'"

He preferred this theoretical f igure owing to the wide variation in ob-

served intensities reported by earlier workers. For r-tay powiler work,

however, the crystals constituting the powder should have been con-

sidered as "ideally imperfect," and calculation has shown (4) that the

theoret ica l  rat io  of  I (10.0) : I (00.2)  is ,  in  fact ,  1 .56.

Our calculations confirmed Smith's statement that as the hexagonal

stacking in zinc sulphide changes to cubic stacking, the value of the rela-

tive theoretical intensity of the 00.2 (111) reflection increases from 1 to

4. We also found that the 00.2 reflection intensity for cadmium sulphide

increased from 1 to 4.
As it was proposed to apply the method of measuring the hexag-

onal:cubic stacking ratio to ground zinc-cadmium sulphides, it was

important that the reference intensity ratios for both zinc and cadmium

sulphides should be known accurately. For a solid solution of zinc-

cadmium sulphide the appropriate values of a and B are determined

from a Iinear combination of the values for the end-members'

It had previously been found (a) that the "highly reliable" intensity

values obtained by the National Bureau of Standards for zinc sulphide

(5) were in error due to the presence of disorder in their sample. A cursory
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examination of their f igures for cadmium sulphide (6) suggested that
here also their specimen may have contained some disorder. The whole
question of the intensities of the r-ray reflections due to both cubic and
to hexagonal zinc and cadmium sulphides has therefore been re-examined.
With a refined microdensitometer technique, the observed intensities
have been evaluated, using 19 cm. powder photographs as previously
reported (4), for both zinc and cadmium sulphides. These intensity data
and, for comparison, the N.B.S. data, are l isted in Table 1.

The agreement obtained between our observed and calculated values
confirms that our materials were essentially free from disorder.

Using the experimental values for a and putting g: 4, the fraction (H)
oI hexagonal stacking in a sample of disordered sulphide is given by the
expression:

r ( r0.0)  /  1 .78H \
IOo.r1tt1, 

:  
\a- 3Hl,",

: rl13ll)
\ 4 - 3 H . / c a s

In a similar way, H can also be determined by using the 11.0 and 10.3
reflections: The following expressions apply:

I (10.3)  /  H \
[rio + zzor 

: 
\r .6e --o.6sH),',

: (__ L_\
\  1.96 -  0.96H /  cas

rt is found that these ratios are particularly sensitive to the presence
of small amounts of cubic stackins.
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Noteaddedinproof : inarecentpaper,v.  G. lFi r i l I (Can.Mineral . ,1958,6,234) hasfound

o for ZnS to have the very high values of 2.17 (frne crystals) and 2.37 (glound crystals).

This is probably due to his use of a diffractometric technique, which we have found to be

unsatisfactory for the study of ZnS, and also, in the case of the ground crystals, to pui-

verisation.
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THE DISPERSION AND THE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

OF THE BIREFRINGENCE OF SELENITE*

X'Ivnon A. Jorensax AND RrcHARl E. Pevltn,

Bowdoin C ollege, Brunsuick, M aine'

Values of the indices of refraction of selenite (CaSOa 2H2O) precise

to five significant f igures have been published by Tutton (1). For his

measurerhents he used prisms with the crystal axes oriented so that the

method of minimum deviation could be used. The birefringence obtained

by taking differences between the ildices of refraction so determined has

a rather large uncertainty in the second significant figure and shows no

consistent change with wavelength'

using multiple-wave plates cleaved from natural crystals we have

made direct measurements of the birefringence (nr-n")' A diagram of

the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The crystal is mounted
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Frc. 1. Diagiam of the apparatus for bire{ringence measurements'

normal to a coll imated beam of l ight in a temperature controlled en-

closure. The a and ? axes of the indicatrix are oriented at an angle of 45"

to the transmission axes of a pair of Glan-Thompson prisms' An image

of the crystal is formed on the slit of the spectrograph'

The ciystal introduces a phase d'ifference between the Iight vibration

components parallel to the fast and to the slow axes. For those wave-

x From a project supported by the National Science Foundation'
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